
Start

Clicks "From"

From

"FROM" FIELD 
Starts to type in the departure 
airport, 2-3 letter, than will 
choose from the suggestion

Clicks "To"

To

"TO" FIELD 
Starts to type in the destination 
airport, 2-3 letter, than will 
choose from the suggestion

CALENDAR/Date picker 
Selects Retun date from the 
calendar

Clicks on "Departure" to select 
the departure date

Return Date Calendar is already 
open, no need for additional click 
if ONE WAY trip was selected the 
calendar is inactive (see Calendar 

RYANAIR)

Clicks on Number of passengers

3 type of passenger: 
Adult 
Child 
Infant 
Can add with the more button

Clicks on Direct or Stopover

DROPDOWN,  
user can choose if only 
wants to see Direct or 
Stopover flights

CTA 
Search Flight

ERROR 
If there is missing fields, 
it will indicate with red to 
fill up the required fields 

STEP1: BOOKING PAGE / Search Flight STEP 2: FLIGHT SEARCH RESULTS/Selection of Outbound/Inbound  Flight

Low Price 
Calendar

Modifies the 
date

Selects 
Outbound/

Inbound Flight 

User is very focused on 
the price and wants to 
find the best price! 

Very focused on 
date and time! 

When User selects the flight, 
the 3 price level will displayed, 
with a message SELECT FARE 

BASIC 
+ explained 

what is 
included 

REGULAR 
+ explained 

what is 
included 

PLUS 
+ explained 

what is 
included 

CTA 
Select BASIC 
for …. USD

CTA 
Select Price2 
(show price)

CTA 
Select Price3 
(show price)

User clicks on the  
Call to Action button 
to select the Fare

Loading in Progress

Departure 
Date

Return 
Date

Number of 
passengers

Direct/Stopover 
Dropdown

Input Symbol Decision

Process Call to Action

Clicks or Call to Action to 
search flight

SymbolsProject 7: FLY UX Flow diagram for desktop 
This Flow Diagram shows the flow of Booking a flight on a Airline website, Desktop version. It covers the flow of two steps: Step1: Searching 
a flight on the Booking Page and Step2: Selection of the flight, including the price group (Fare) and additional bags.  
I designed this Flow Diagram, based on Usability testes, where I identified issues and painpoints through the booking process in general 
on different Airline websites (Desktop version)  
The painpoints that I identified during the research are marked with red, to highlight the focus points during the design process. 

Adds are confusing, 
user doesnt recognize 
the Booking page from 
the adds

Call to Action is not visible 
for the user and not sure 
what will happen after 
they pressed it 

User is confused how to 
select the fare, Call to 
Action button is not 
visible 

Painpoints marked 
during booking process in GENERAL

User is confused how 
many days are selected, 
after modified the dates 
based on the low-price 
calendar

User is confused how to 
move forward, after the 
flight is selected

Additional bag?   
• hand luggage  
• check-in bag 
CLEAR PRICE  

Add later Add more bags

Users still dont know the 
final price, if the want to 
add more bags. This is 
why I moved this step 
right-after they selected 
the fare

Éva Hüse Pedersen 
https://www.evapedersen.com/ 

Selects "RETURN" or 
"ONE WAY" 

RADIOBUTTON

Presses CTA 
Show Prices 

from ...

Selects 
Outbound/

Inbound Flight 

Presses CTA 
Show Prices 

from ...

Select Fare

Outbound/Return flight is selected

PROGRESS BAR  
• Search Flight (Edit) 
• Select Outbound flight 
• Select Return flight 
• Add additional bag 
• Add Extras 
• Passengers 
• Payment 
TOTAL PRICE IS ALWAYS  
DISPLAYED 

MENU ITEMS: 
• Login 
• Languge 
• Currency 
 
 

User is lost in the 
process , what is the next 
step

User is confused what is 
selected 

Language selection will 
influence everything else

Progress bar

Menu

Selection of Outbound/
InboReturn flight


